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Dear Editors, 
 
We would like to thank all three reviewers and the manuscript committee for their 
constructive criticisms and suggestions for improvements to the paper. These 
comments have led to significant new analysis and modifications. We were pleased 
that all three reviewers recognised the considerable strengths of the study and the 
novelty of the findings, and acknowledged the manuscript was well written and had 
important public health implications.  
 
All the points raised have now been systematically addressed and are detailed 
below. The revised paper incorporating the changes to remedy the issues is also 
attached. In particular, to respond to concerns about lack of longitudinal outcome 
measures, the revised paper includes new analysis of available prospective cognitive 
tests over 24 years of the study, which shows an independent association between 
higher alcohol consumption and steeper cognitive decline.   
 
Report from The BMJ’s manuscript committee meeting: 
 
POINT 1. The main drawback is that there are no baseline scans. As 2 of the 
reviewers point out, this limits the ability to draw any firm conclusions about the 
association.  
 
OUR RESPONSE: We thank the editors and reviewers for raising this important point, 
for which we now include further discussion in the revised paper. We acknowledge 
potential limitations in determining the direction of causality of the association due to the 
absence of baseline scans, but explain below why it may not be practically possible to 
combine baseline imaging, a long follow up duration, and the advanced image analysis 
we use, in one study. There is a possibility, which we cannot exclude, that those with 
small hippocampi in early life were more prone to excessive drinking. However, we 
would like to highlight several facets of the work that increase our confidence in the 
association of increased alcohol consumption with consequent adverse brain changes. 
These relate to the following common criticisms of cross-sectional analyses: 
confounding, reverse causation and chance findings.  
 
First, the association between increased alcohol consumption and hippocampal atrophy 
remains significant despite adjustment for variables known to influence hippocampal 
size, such as age, sex, diabetes, depression and additionally impulsivity (no participants 
had PTSD). This minimises the chance that the association is due to confounding.  
Second, we include additional analyses in the revised paper of longitudinal cognitive test 
data from 1991-2015, showing an association between higher alcohol consumption and 
more rapid cognitive decline. These new results further strengthen the confidence in the 
association with alcohol consumption, in particular reducing the risk of reverse 
causation. Third, the large size of this sample and the replication of the grey matter 
results using three independent methods, reduce the possibility of a chance association. 
We are not aware of any other study with longitudinal follow-up over this duration, nor 
are there studies of this size with a single imaging time point and longitudinal alcohol, 
cognition and detailed phenotypic data such as ours, to allow adjustment for possible 
confounders. 
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Structural brain changes in response to moderate alcohol consumption in all likelihood 
evolve over many years. Studies with longitudinal imaging over short time periods may 
be poorly placed to detect these because reliable detection of alcohol-related brain 
changes would require large-scale imaging, such as ours, to be repeated over a period 
of several years or even decades. Such studies are not currently available. Long follow-
up is also important to address the possibility of reverse causation. We believe a key 
strength of this study is the 30-year follow up, including a longitudinal assessment of 
long-term exposure to alcohol from 1985 onwards.  
 
Ideally, our baseline examination would have included a similar brain scan as the follow-
up. However, there have been substantial technological advances in MRI science since 
1985. Even if baseline scans were available, much of the analysis we present in the 
paper would not be possible. For example, lower magnet strength and image resolution 
in use in the 1980’s would preclude use of automated subcortical volume extraction, and 
diffusion tensor imaging was not in use at the study baseline. The analysis would be 
limited to that of visual atrophy ratings, and even this would have serious limitations, 
such as making comparisons between different resolution images.  

 
POINT 2. You have used factor analysis to reduce cognitive tests down to 
a smaller number of variables.   This was done on the data collected and 
thus will have added a degree of “data dredging” type bias, but we also 
could not grasp quite what the outcome variable you are looking at actually 
measures.   
 
OUR RESPONSE: The factor analysis was planned as a data reduction method for the 
cognitive tests. The aim of this was to reduce the risk of a chance finding (data 
dredging), a concern when entering a large number of separate cognitive tests in the 
analysis. Moreover, factor analysis is likely to reduce measurement error inherent in the 
single tests by extracting shared variance from a number of relevant tests.  
 
However, to increase the clinical relevance and interpretability for the journal’s 
readership, to reduce between-subject variability and to reduce the chances of reverse 
causation between alcohol and cognition, we now replace the cross-sectional test 
analysis with the available repeated tests to use cognitive decline as the outcome 
measure. Cognitive decline (slopes from mixed effects models) was calculated for the 
following tests that were measured repeatedly over a 24-year period (Phase 3 to 11): 
short-term memory recall, semantic and lexical fluency.  

 
POINT 3. In the end it is very unclear what conclusion can be drawn about 
alcohol consumption and cognitive function from the data that you have 
presented, as it does not independently predict. 
 
OUR RESPONSE: The longitudinal analysis of cognitive outcomes we include shows a 
small but significant association between higher alcohol consumption and faster decline 
of lexical fluency over a 24-year period, independently of age, sex, education and 
premorbid IQ. There were no associations between alcohol consumption and cognitive 
test performance in the cross-sectional analyses. 
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We suggest two possibilities for the lack of more widespread associations with cognition, 
particularly with semantic fluency and short-term memory decline, given the structural 
brain findings (hippocampal atrophy). First, there appears to be a practice effect over the 
study, i.e. subjects “learn” how to do the test and improve their performance after 
repeated testing. Therefore, the trend in test score may reflect learning ability of a 
participant, obscuring detection of cognitive decline. Whilst only 2% of subjects were 
“cognitive improvers” for lexical fluency (had a positive slope indicating improving 
cognition over the study), 8% were for semantic fluency, and 25% were for short-term 
memory. This suggests that certain tests were more susceptible to learning effects. 
Furthermore, variables predicting the ability to learn may be different from those 
protecting against cognitive impairment due to a neurodegenerative process. “Cognitive 
improvers” had significantly higher FSIQ than “cognitive decliners”. The correlation 
between heavier alcohol consumption and a larger learning effect may be explained 
through confounding for instance by IQ, which was associated with drinking. Adjustment 
for FSIQ alone may be insufficient to remove the confounding effect if a third variable, for 
example diet, mediates the relationship between IQ and learning but is not in the model. 
A second possibility is that the brain changes associated with higher alcohol 
consumption may represent an intermediate phenotype, where cognitive decline is not 
yet evident. A similar phenomenon has been described in Alzheimer's disease.  

 
POINT 4. There is no detail of how random sample was chosen.  
 
OUR RESPONSE: In order to make the sample as representative as possible of the 
cohort at baseline, a random list of 1380 participants was drawn from those who 
participated in the Whitehall II Phase 11 clinical examination or Phase 10 pilot 
examination and had consented. Subjects were sampled from high, intermediate and 
low socioeconomic groups. We oversampled by 580 participants for the purpose of 
reaching the targeted 800 participants after allowing for those who declined to 
participate, or were unable to participate because safety reasons precluded participation 
in the MRI scan. This analysis includes the first 550 participants who were all scanned 
on the same machine. Whilst scanning is on going, the difference in MRI scanners will 
introduce additional potential confounders in any future analysis. We now include details 
of how the random sample was chosen on page 7. 

 
POINT 5. There are no raw data presented.  
 
OUR RESPONSE: We now present raw data including: mean (S.D.) hippocampal 
volumes (raw and adjusted for ICV) for the group and numbers with hippocampal 
atrophy in each drinking category (table 2 in the paper). Due to space constraints and 
comments by reviewer 1, we have suggested some of these data are placed in the 
supplementary materials. 

 
POINT 6. Outside the UK it is not common to categorize alcohol intake by 
"units". This should be described through examples early in the paper. 
Perhaps a box would be helpful, along with a link to the NHS website 
calculator that allows people to calculate how many units of alcohol are in 
a glass of wine, can of beer, etc.  
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OUR RESPONSE: We now include box 1 (see below) with examples of units and a link 
to the Alcohol Concern calculator. 

 
 

 Images ©Alcohol Concern 2016 

 
 
POINT 7. Could this be put in a more international context? The authors 
discuss this in terms of NHS recommendations but it would not be difficult 
to reference US guidelines and definitions of moderate drinking.  
 
OUR RESPONSE: We now include UK and USA drinking guidelines in box 1 (above). 
Additionally, the introduction has been amended to read: 
 
“Recent evidence of associations with cancer risk 1 has prompted revision of UK 
government alcohol guidance, although US Federal Dietary guidelines (2015-2020) 
allow up to 24.5 units weekly for men.2” (Page 4). 
 
In the revised discussion, we also include an international context: 
 
“Our findings support the recent reduction in UK safe limits and call into question the 
current US guidelines, which suggest up to 24.5 units weekly is safe for men, as we 
found increased odds for hippocampal atrophy at just 14-21 units weekly, and we found 

How much alcohol is there in a standard drink? 
 

 1 unit contains 10ml or 8g of alcohol 
 14 units (UK guidance per week for men and women) is equivalent 

to 4 pints of high strength beer or 5 large glasses of 14% wine 
(image below). 

 24.5 units (US guidance for men) is equivalent to 7 pints of beer or 
9 glasses of wine. 

 

 
To calculate how many units you drink: 
 
https://www.alcoholconcern.org.uk/help-and-advice/help-and-advice-
with-your-drinking/unit-calculator/ 
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no support for a protective effect of light consumption” (Page 29). 

 
POINT 8. In the WTSA box you say you show moderate alcohol use is 
associated with an increased risk of LATER adverse brain outcomes. We 
don't think you can make that temporal claim if you don't have baseline 
scans. 
 
OUR RESPONSE: We have removed the word later and added details about the 
association with lexical fluency: 
 
“We have shown that a history of moderate alcohol is associated with increased risk of 
adverse brain outcomes and steeper cognitive decline in the domain of lexical fluency.”  

 
POINT 9. There are many technical details given on the image processing 
methods, which needs a simple summary produced.    
 
OUR RESPONSE: The main paper now has a simple summary of MRI analysis. Full 
technical details have been provided in supplementary materials.  

 
 
Comments from Reviewers 
 
Reviewer: 1 
 
Topiwala and colleagues aimed to examine the relationship between 
alcohol consumption and brain structure and function in a relatively large 
study population. The advantage of the study includes a repeated measure 
of alcohol intake over a long period of time, multiple brain structural 
measures, and SEM analysis of the relationship between alcohol, brain, 
and cognition. The manuscript was well written, and the findings on alcohol 
and white matter microstructure is novel.  
 
POINT 1. The paper would benefit from a more thorough review of the 
literature on the research topic,  
 
OUR RESPONSE: This is now included in the introduction section as detailed below. 

 
POINT 2: … a reduced number of tables and figures,  
 
OUR RESPONSE: We have reduced the number of tables by 3 and the number of 
figures by 2 in the main text, including the others in supplementary materials. The 
revised manuscript includes 4 tables and 5 figures. 
 

 
POINT 3: … and more discussion on whether the findings meet the 
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authors’ hypothesis and why alcohol was negatively associated with brain. 
 
OUR RESPONSE: In the introduction of the paper we now clarify that our hypotheses 
are as follows:  

1. Light drinking (<7 units weekly) is protective against adverse brain outcomes and 
cognitive decline 

2. Heavy drinking (above recommended guidelines) is associated with adverse 
brain and cognitive outcomes 

 
In the discussion we discuss the hypotheses in the context of the results, and potential 
mechanisms underlying the association of negative brain outcomes with alcohol as 
follows: 
 
“In contrast with our first hypothesis and some other studies,3-6 we observed no evidence 
of a protective effect of light drinking compared with abstinence on brain structure or 
cognitive function. Previous studies did not control for (premorbid) IQ,3,4 and only a few 
for socioeconomic class.7-9 The observed protective effect may be due to confounding as 
we and others found a positive association between alcohol intake and IQ.10 
……Supporting our second hypothesis, we found heavier alcohol consumption to be 
associated with adverse brain outcomes. The biological mechanism for this is unclear. 
Ethanol and acetaldehyde (a metabolite) are neurotoxic11 and cause reduced 
numbers12,13 and morphological changes in hippocampal neurones in animal models.14 
Associated thiamine and folate deficiency,15 repeated head trauma, cerebrovascular 
events, liver damage, and repeated intoxication and withdrawal have also been 
implicated in more severe drinkers.” (Page 26). 

 
POINT 4. Page 4 "Increased alcohol consumption over the 30-year follow-
up was associated with increased odds of hippocampal atrophy in a dose 
dependent fashion." is confusing. Consider change the word 'increased' 
into 'more' as 'increased' implies a longitudinal analysis of alcohol 
consumption but the analysis was based on average intake.  
 
OUR RESPONSE: We have now amended this accordingly.  

 
POINT 5: Literature review: There are other studies on alcohol drinking 
and brain volumes, for example, Ding J, et al,  2004; Anstey KJ, et al 2006; 
Taki Y, et al, 2006; Paul CA, et al, 2008; Fukuda K, et al, 2009; Gu Y, et al, 
2013.  The authors may want to provide a more comprehensive review of 
the literature.  
 
OUR RESPONSE: The literature review in the introduction has been expanded to 
include: 
 
“However, brain-imaging studies have thus far failed to provide a convincing neural 
correlate that could underpin any protective effect. Research into the effects of moderate 
alcohol on the brain are inconsistent.16 Moderate alcohol consumption in older subjects 
has been associated with reduced total brain volume,17 increased ventricle size,18 grey 
matter atrophy3 and reduced frontal and parietal grey matter density,5,19 but others have 
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not found such relationships,20 or only at higher consumption levels.21 Associations 
between moderate alcohol consumption and white matter findings are also inconsistent. 
De Bruin22 reported increased white matter volume in moderate drinkers compared with 
abstainers, whereas Anstey23 found the inverse relationship.  Similarly whereas 
increased white matter hyperintensities have been described in moderate drinkers 
compared with abstainers24 others found no association.18,23,25” (Page 4). 

 
POINT 6: The % of subjects in the ‘unsafe’ category in table 4 seems to be 
high. How are these numbers compared to other studies?  
 
OUR RESPONSE: In this study we found that on average, 20% of men and 14% of 
women were drinking unsafely (>21 units/ >14 units weekly, respectively) according to 
contemporary guidelines. Other studies vary in reported rates of heavy drinking, but our 
rates are comparable. Djousse et al.,26 for example, reported 47% of men were drinking 
>21 units weekly in the Framingham study, and Fuchs et al.27 that 15% of women were 
drinking >13 units weekly. Alcohol consumption may vary according to country, as 
highlighted by Rehm et al.28 using the WHO Global Alcohol Database (16% in 
UK/Germany/France were ‘heavy drinkers’ defined as >35 units for men and >18 units 
for women weekly). We have discussed this issue as follows: 
 
“On average, 20% of men and 14% of women were drinking above contemporary 
guidelines (>21 units/ >14 units weekly, respectively). Other studies vary in reported 
rates of heavy drinking, but our rates are comparable.42,43 Alcohol consumption may vary 
according to country, as highlighted by a study utilizing the WHO Global Alcohol 
Database.44” (Page 25). 

 
POINT 7: There are too many tables and figures. The authors may want to 
consider reducing the numbers of table or figures.  
 
OUR RESPONSE: We have substantially reduced the number of tables to 4 and the 
number of figures to 5 in the main paper. 

 
POINT 8: In table 6, please give number of subjects for each drinking 
categories.  
 
OUR RESPONSE: We now include total number of those in each drinking category and 
numbers of those with hippocampal atrophy (defined by Scheltens scores) (table 2 in 
revised paper). 

 
POINT 9: Strictly speaking, the analysis is not a prospective one as the 
baseline brain status was not available so no longitudinal data on the 
outcome side.  
 
OUR RESPONSE: We thank Professor Gu for this comment. As a result, we now 
include analysis with the longitudinal history of cognitive outcomes, in addition to the 
drinking history, and clarify that associations with brain outcomes were cross-sectional in 
the discussion. Please see also our response to the BMJ committee, Point 1. 
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POINT 10. It will be great if more detailed information regarding the 
longitudinal change of alcohol intake is presented. Which factors are 
associated with change in addition to baseline intake level? Also, line 26 
on page 31 said “Additionally, drinking habits were remarkably stable over 
a 30-year period”. Yet the table 4 showed clearly there are some changes 
in alcohol consumption over time and the mixed effects model showed 
increase in intake (see page 25, line 21: Weekly alcohol intake increased 
over the phases of the study (β=0·22, CI: 0·05 to 0·4, p<0·01).  
 
OUR RESPONSE: To address this point, we re-ran mixed effects models, using time 
from study baseline (Phase 1) as the independent variable rather than phase, as there 
are subtle differences in phase timing between participants. Although there is no 
significant change in alcohol consumption over time for the group (fixed effect time), the 
trends do differ over study duration between individuals (random slopes). The only 
predictor of longitudinal change in alcohol was baseline alcohol (intercepts), which was 
negatively correlated. Other sociodemographic and clinical factors such as age, 
Framingham Risk Score and depressive symptoms were not associated with change in 
alcohol consumption (slopes). These findings are now reported in the paper in full.  

 
POINT 11. It will be interesting to examine whether baseline alcohol itself 
is related with brain structure.  
 
OUR RESPONSE: We agree and have performed additional analyses. Baseline (Phase 
1) alcohol is correlated with both hippocampal size and white matter integrity. However, 
as alcohol consumption at each study phase was highly correlated with consumption at 
other phases, it is difficult to disentangle whether there are vulnerable time windows 
(such as baseline) for the effect of alcohol or whether associations were due to 
correlations with intake at other phases. There were too few drinkers who substantially 
changed their intakes over the study to make a meaningful comparison. In view of this 
we have included average consumption across the study as the independent predictor.  

 
POINT 12: More discussion is needed on whether the findings meet the 
authors’ hypothesis and why alcohol was negatively associated with brain. 
 
OUR RESPONSE: This is now included in the discussion (see our response to point 3 
above for details). 

 
 
Reviewer: 2 
 
Comments: 
 
POINT 1: This is a large study addressing an important clinical issue, 
namely is alcohol intake at non-dependent levels associated with brain 
structural abnormalities.  The main finding is that moderate and high users 
of alcohol had reduced hippocampal grey matter density/smaller 
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hippocampal volume and differences in corpus callosum microstructure 
compared to those who abstained or had low intake. Assessment of the 
relationship between alcohol use and brain structure is only undertaken in 
a cross-sectional manner, but there is assessment of alcohol use over 
several time points. A dose response relationship is seen between level of 
alcohol intake and hippocampal volume loss. The finding that light alcohol 
use does not confer protective effects to the brain has important public 
health implications.  
Strengths of the study are obviously the fact that alcohol consumption is 
assessed prospectively, numbers are large and DTI as well as volumetric 
and density assessments are undertaken. Automated approaches are 
used to ascertain structural volumes. While not the goal standard of 
manual segmentation, given the number of scans being assessed this 
approach seems reasonable to me.  
 
OUR RESPONSE: Thank you for positive feedback. 

 
POINT 2: The major weakness of the study is that whereas there may be 
longitudinal data on alcohol use, the imaging component of the study is 
cross-sectional. This means that there is a very real possibility that a ‘third 
factor’ underpins the association between alcohol use and imaging 
abnormalities, rather than these abnormalities arising as a consequence of 
alcohol use. It has been suggested for example that impulsivity and 
impulse control disorders such as gambling are associated with smaller 
hippocampal volume, (Raman et al, Zetzsche et al) and greater impulsivity 
would be expected to be associated with greater alcohol use. Similarly, 
corpus callosum abnormalities have been reported in alcohol-naive 
adolescents at high familial risk of alcohol use (Venkatasubramanian et 
al).  It is hard to see how the possibility of a ‘third factor’ underpinning the 
association can be excluded  given that though data on alcohol use was 
collected at several time points, imaging was only done at one time point; 
consequently we can’t be sure that these imaging findings do not represent 
trait differences. I think this weakness needs to be highlighted/discussed in 
more detail in the paper.  
 
OUR RESPONSE: We thank Dr Welch for highlighting the need for further discussion 
regarding the limitations of cross-sectional associations with regard the brain measures 
that we include in the revised paper. We agree that in all observational studies, 
confounding by unmeasured third factors is always a possible alternative explanation for 
the results – this point has been added in the revised discussion (page 25). Please also 
see our response to BMJ committee Point 1.  
 
For a third factor to underpin the relationship between alcohol and imaging 
abnormalities, it would have to correlate with both and not be adjusted for in the 
analysis. We have controlled for multiple confounders known to be associated with 
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hippocampal volume/white matter integrity (including: age, sex, vascular risk, diabetes 
mellitus, depression). The studies reporting an association with impulsivity are small 
(n=20 in each group) and cross-sectional. Information on personality traits was collected 
in Phase 1 of the study. We have now extracted details about trait impulsivity (“Are you 
hot-headed?” - frequency) and these data were available for 179 of the participants. 
Further adjustment of analyses for this trait does not alter the findings.  
 
Additionally, the results of the additional analysis of longitudinal data, showing that 
increased alcohol consumption independently predicts faster cognitive decline, provide 
more confidence that the associations are not due to a third factor.  
 
As we explain above, repeat scanning would need to be over several years to detect 
structural brain changes with moderate drinking. Due to technological advances in MRI 
science, even if baseline MRI scans were available from 1985, much of the analysis in 
the paper, such as of automated volumetrics and diffusion tensor imaging, would not be 
possible.  
 

 
POINT 3: The key to addressing the above issue is of course to obtain 
brain imaging at different time points, so it can be established if structural 
changes do occur in association with alcohol use. One would expect 
however that, if the association was causal, given that lower hippocampal 
volume was associated with poorer cognitive performance, one would see 
a greater decline in cognitive performance over time in the heavy drinking 
group than controls. Some cognitive testing was done at timepoint 7 as 
well as at the time of scanning, so this may be possible to ascertain. I 
appreciate however that if only the MMSE was done at timepoint 7, then 
this may be too blunt an instrument to detect any change. If this is the case 
it is a shame.  Was any more detailed assessment of cognition undertaken 
at the time of initial recruitment? 
 
OUR RESPONSE:  Short-term word recall (memory), lexical and semantic fluency, 
vocabulary and reasoning (Alice Heim 4 test) were measured from Phase 3 to 11 
(approximately over a 24-year period), and MMSE from Phase 5 to Phase 11 
(approximately over a 15-year period). MMSE scores did not significantly decline over 
the study, and as Dr Welch points out it may be too blunt an instrument to detect subtle 
changes in cognition, especially in a community sample.  
 
We now include analysis of alcohol consumption with longitudinal change in cognitive 
tests known to decline with age (memory and fluency). Average alcohol is negatively 
associated (in multiple linear regression adjusted for age, sex, education and FSIQ) with 
decline in lexical fluency over time (slope from mixed effects models). We also include 
discussion of possibilities as to why more widespread associations with cognition were 
not observed in response to BMJ committee’s Point 3. 

 
 

POINT 4: It is reported that hippocampal volumes were ascertained using 
the automated approach FIRST. I cannot however see these data in any of 
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the tables, and they are not discussed in the results section. I think it is 
important to display these results; the reader must know if they are 
compatible with findings from the brain-wide voxel-based approach and 
clinical visual ratings of hippocampal atrophy. 
 
OUR RESPONSE: We now give raw and ICV-adjusted hippocampal volumes extracted 
using FIRST in the supplementary materials of the paper as follows: 
 
 
 
 Mean (S.D.) 

Right hippocampal volume (unadjusted, mm
3
) 3474 (433) 

Left hippocampal volume (unadjusted, mm
3
) 3368 (444) 

Right hippocampal volume (adjusted as % of 
ICV) 

2.42 (0.30) 

Left hippocampal volume (adjusted as % of 
ICV) 

2.35 (0.32) 

 
Mean (S.D.) raw and adjusted (%ICV) hippocampal volumes extracted using FIRST for the 
sample.  

 
Raw hippocampal volumes reported in the literature for non-demented older adults vary 
(presumably because of difference in imaging sequences and analysis pipelines as well 
as subtle differences in imaged populations), but values in our sample fall within the 
range reported.29-31 
 
Further analyses with hippocampal volumes (%ICV) extracted using FIRST are now 
reported in the paper. As Dr Welch helpfully points out it is important for the reader to 
see the comparison with the VBM and visual ratings results. The automatically extracted 
hippocampal volume results show an association between higher alcohol consumption 
and smaller hippocampal volume (see figure below and supplementary materials).  
Importantly, all three analysis methods produce consistent results – namely an 
association between higher alcohol consumption and reduced hippocampal size.  
 
 
 Unstandardised B (95% 

CI) 
Standardised 
beta 

P value 

Unadjusted alcohol  -0.006 (-0.008 to -0.003) -0.20 <0.0001 
Adjusted alcohol

1
  -0.004 (-0.006 to -0.002) -0.15 0.001 

1 
Analyses adjusted for age, sex, premorbid IQ, education, social class, Framingham Risk Score, history of Major 

Depressive Disorder (SCID), exercise frequency, club attendance, social visits, current psychotropic medication. 

 
Multiple linear regression results, with hippocampal volume (% of ICV) as the dependent 
variable and average alcohol consumption as an independent variable.  
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Partial regression plot from multiple linear regression with hippocampal volume (% of ICV) 
as the dependent variable and average alcohol consumption as an independent variable, 
corrected for age, sex, education, premorbid FSIQ, social class, Framingham Risk Score, 
history of Major Depressive Disorder (SCID), exercise frequency, club attendance, social 
visits, current psychotropic medication. 
 

 
Minor Issues  
POINT 5: Page 5: Moderate alcohol consumption (defined as >15 units 
(120g) / week) in older subjects was associated with grey matter atrophy11 
and reduced frontal and parietal grey matter density.15-17  
My reading of the Kubota paper (reference 16) however is that frontal 
atrophy (indicated by widening of the CSF space, not based on 
measurement of volume of grey matter) was only seen at average levels of 
alcohol consumption of 418g per week, or around 52 UK units. 
 
OUR RESPONSE: Many thanks for pointing out this error (now amended). 

 
POINT 6: Though it is reported that in a subanalysis results are adjusted 
for ‘baseline’ cognitive function, this is actually cognitive function at phase 
7 (mean age 59), when participants had already been in the study for 
around 15 years, and will presumably already have had substantial 
exposure to alcohol.   
 
OUR RESPONSE: Good point. We now include analyses of rates of cognitive decline in 
the paper, so this sub analysis has been removed. 

 
POINT 7: According to Table 5, none of the participants in the study were 
smokers. This seems rather surprising, as it doesn’t seem smokers were 
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actively excluded. Can the authors explain how this has occurred/comment 
on why?  
 
OUR RESPONSE: Many thanks for highlighting this. We now classify 22 subjects (4.2%) 
as smokers, who admitted to smoking ‘at least occasionally’ at the time of the scan and 
have amended table 1 (main paper) accordingly. The analysis includes smoking as a 
covariate (potential confounder), which has not changed the results. We suspect the low 
smoking rate is due to the nature of the cohort (older civil servants), which probably 
represents more health-conscious individuals than the general population. 

 
POINT 8: It seems from this study men are more prone to exhibit 
hippocampal atrophy in association with alcohol use. This is a rather 
surprising finding, as previous studies have suggested the brains of 
women are more vulnerable to the effects of alcohol. Does this fit with the 
possibility that the association between levels of alcohol use and smaller 
hippocampal atrophy may not be causal (i.e. men have a greater loading 
for a third factor which is associated with both smaller hippocampi and 
alcohol use)?  
 
OUR RESPONSE: This is an interesting point given sex differences found with other 
alcohol associations. However, whilst we cannot exclude this possibility, we think this is 
more likely to reflect a lower power to detect an effect in women in part due to the 
sample being dominated by men (a reflection of the civil service gender disparity in 
1980s), and in part because those women included did not generally drink heavily. As 
such we do not think it possible to draw firm conclusions about sex differences in brain 
vulnerability to alcohol from this sample. This is now commented on in the discussion. 

 
POINT 9: Could the finding that alcohol use did not directly predict 
cognitive function also fit with the possibility that the association is not 
causal (i.e. smaller hippocampal volume is associated with poorer 
cognitive performance and increased risk of alcohol use)?  
 
OUR RESPONSE: As above, we now include analysis showing a small but significant 
association between higher average alcohol consumption and greater decline in lexical 
fluency over the study. We discuss possible explanations as to why we did not find more 
widespread associations with cognition in our response to the BMJ committee Point 3.  
 
Rahman  AS, Xu  J, Potenza  MN.  Hippocampal and amygdalar 
volumetric differences in pathological gambling: a preliminary study of the 
associations with the behavioral inhibition system. 
Neuropsychopharmacology. 2014;39(3):738-745. 
Venkatasubramanian G, Anthony G, Reddy US et al. (2007) 
Corpuscallosum abnormalities associated with greater externalizing 
behaviors in subjects at high risk for alcohol dependence. Psychiatr Res 
Neuroimaging156 :209–15. 
Zetzsche T, Preuss UW, Frodl T, Schmitt G, Seifert D, Munchhausen E, et 
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al. Hippocampal volume reduction and history of aggressive behaviour in 
patients with borderline personality disorder. Psychiatry Res. 
2007;154:157–170 
 
 
Reviewer: 3 
 
 
Comments: 
This is a very interesting study reporting a previously unrecognised 
association with units of alcohol use, hippocampal atrophy and cognitive 
abnormalities with moderate alcohol use.  Considerable strengths of the 
study are the large number of subjects, long follow up period before 
scanning, use of popular clinical ratings as well as contemporary 
neuroimaging methods and neuropsychology, attention to potential 
confounders, plus finding a dose effect relationship. 
 
I think it is very suitable for publication and so I have only a few minor 
suggestions to help improve the text. 
 
POINT 1: P20 Fig 4 The abnormal regions shown include the 
hippocampus but also appear to extend more anteriorly into the 
amygdala.  It would be helpful to clarify localisation and add comments to 
the discussion on the amygdala if appropriate.  (Preclinical models of 
alcohol misuse have also implicated the amygdala, e.g. Koob). 
 
OUR RESPONSE: We would like to thank Professor Steele for this observation. The 
VBM analysis (figure 2 main paper) does indeed show associations in the amygdala in 
addition to the hippocampi. Amygdala atrophy has been described in Alzheimer’s 
disease,33 and is implicated in preclinical models of alcohol misuse,34 alcohol abuse 
relapse35 and in abstinent alcoholics,36 although others have found no association with 
lower levels of consumption.37 Unfortunately, automated segmentation (using FIRST) of 
the amygdala was less reliable in this sample, and we are not aware of any reliable 
visual rating scales for amygdala atrophy, which makes further analysis and conclusions 
difficult. We have amended the discussion to summarise this.  

 
POINT 2: P6 history of MDD assessed by structured clinical interview for 
DSM IV at the time of the scan.  Is this a history of current illness at the 
time of assessment or any episode of MDD preceding assessment? 
 
OUR RESPONSE: History of MDD includes any episode preceding the assessment. We 
have amended the text for clarity as follows:  
 “…lifetime history of Major Depressive Disorder…” 

 
POINT 3: P11 Various different definitions are used throughout the 
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manuscript regarding drinking habits: e.g. safe vs unsafe drinking, 
abstinent, mild, moderate, etc.  In p11 there is a list of the different ranges 
<1, 1-7, 14-20, 21-30, >30 units that have been used.  It would be helpful 
to summarise these definitions in the ‘Study Design’ section. 
 
OUR RESPONSE: The study design section has now been amended to clarify these 
definitions and reads: 
 

“Subjects were deemed ‘abstinent’ if they consumed less than 1 unit of alcohol per 

week. ‘Light’ drinking was defined as between 1 and <7 units per week and ‘moderate’ 
drinking as 7 to <14 units per week for women and 7- <21 units for men, based on use in 
the existing literature and government guidelines (see box). “Unsafe drinking” was 
defined according to pre-2016 (21 units (168 g) per week for men and 14 units (112 g) 
for women) and newly revised UK Department of Health guidelines (>14 units (112 g) for 
men and women), and further categorised (14-20, 21-30, >30 units weekly) for the 
purposes of the logistic regression analysis (see statistical analysis).38 Non-dependent 
drinkers were defined as those scoring less than 2 on the CAGE questionnaire.” 
 
POINT 4: P11 calculation for potentially confounding variables.  How was 
history of MDD quantified for covariate analysis and in particular how was 
‘current psychotropic medication’ quantified for correction? 
 
OUR RESPONSE: Lifetime history of MDD was quantified in a binary fashion (1- no or 2 
– yes). Current psychotropic medication was quantified according to the number of 
different drugs subjects were on. The methods section has been amended to clarify this: 
“current psychotropic medications (number), lifetime history of Major Depressive 
Disorder (SCID, binarised yes (2)/no (1),..” (Pages 10-11). 
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Appendix 
 

CROSS-SECTIONAL MEASURES 
 

Cognitive 
test 

Unstandardised 
coefficient 

Standardised 
Beta 

P value 95% CI 

MoCA 
(adjusted for 
education) 

-0.004 -0.002 0.7 -0.02 to 0.001 

Semantic 
fluency 

0.01 0.01 0.8 -0.004 to 0.05 

Lexical 
fluency 

-0.01 -0.02 0.7 -0.05 to 0.03 

TMT A -0.02 -0.02 0.7 -0.1 to 0.09 
TMT B 0.2 0.05 0.3 -0.1 to 0.5 
Rey copy -0.004 -0.01 0.8 -0.04 to 0.03 
Rey 
immediate 

-0.03 -0.04 0.3 -0.1 to 0.03 

Rey delay -0.04 -0.07 0.1 -0.1 to 0.01 
HVLT total 
recall 

0.04 0.08 0.06 -0.002 to 0.07 

HVLT delayed 
recall 

0.008 0.03 0.5 -0.02 to 0.03 

BNT 0.04 0.09 0.02 0.01 to 0.07 
Digit span 
total 

0.02 0.03 0.7 -0.03 to 0.06 

Digit 
substitution 
test 

-0.06 -0.05 0.3 -0.2 to 0.05 

LONGITUDINAL MEASURES 

 

Short-term 
memory  

-4.2x10-5 -0.03 0.5 0.0 to 0.0 

Lexical 
fluency  

-0.01 -0.1 0.03 -0.001 to 0.0 

Semantic 
fluency  

0.00 -0.04 0.4 -0.001 to 0.00 

Effects of alcohol consumption on cognitive function and ~ trajectory. Results of regression 
analyses, with cross-sectional cognitive test performance or longitudinal cognitive test slope 
as the dependent variable, and average alcohol across the study as an independent variable. 
Adjusted for: age, sex, education, FSIQ; MoCA=Montreal Cognitive Assessment, TMT=Trail 
making test, Rey=complex figure task, HVLT=Hopkins Verbal Learning Test, BNT=Boston 
naming test (associated with IQ, hence positive association).   


